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Abstract
The internet has become an essential online communication tool for many people today. For a
variety of reasons, many researches have been done lately in the field of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
considering people sentiments based on social media data. This analytical study conducted to analyze
happiness of Libyan people based on twitter data sets.
Matlab used in this study to code around 1,000 status/comments data. Processing consists of five
processes, namely cleansing, Tokenization, case folding, removal stop word, and stemming. The study
represents Artificial Neural Network model for the mining of Twitter opinions using an Artificial Neural
Network model approach for the abstracting and visualization scheme of Twitter feeds and a classification
and prediction approach. This study presented a contribution in the form of proposing a new visualization
model for Twitter mood prediction based on the ANN approach.
Keywords: Artificial Neural Network, People Sentiments, Social Media Data, Twitter Data analysis

1. Introduction and Background
As a result of information and communications technology developing and the very rapid
spread and growth, internet have become part of everyday life and become an essential online
communication tool [1][2]. People use social media networks to find friends, sharing moments,
ideas, and even exist to run online businesses. There are many social networking sites on the
internet, such as Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, Instagram, and Google + [3][4]. Twitter is a social
media that is widely used nowadays. It provides several pieces of information about someone's
sentiment. Too many people are using such media to express opinions as well as emotions and
expressing their emotions like happiness, angry, sadness, etc... The use of Twitter was evidenced
by the existence of many studies have used Twitter as material to analyze the sentiments of
someone's opinion.
Several classifications studies conducted using Artificial Neural Network ANN such as a
study conducted by Leavline [5] to classify the image of orchids to distinguish plant variations.
Also, the ANN method was used by Wechmongkhonkon, et al. [6] to classify water levels to
manage water quality. A study conducted by Alaloul, et al. [7] used ANN simulation to estimate
hospital building cost from the building contract. During the planning stage with the best ANN
structure, 7-9-1 (7 input variables, one hidden layer with nine neurons, and one output) results
from an average cost estimation of 96.51% achieved. An adaptation of three multi-layer feedforward networks with Back-Propagation and Elman-Propagation algorithms to test the time,
quality and cost, and to fulfil, the objective of validate, training as performance evaluation
indicators. As a result, the training process is a constant flow unit until it works its way to the
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predefined error or up to 1000 epochs. The outcome is presented in a Mean Square Error (MSE)
confirmed the accuracy of the networks with an average value of 0.0231. A study conducted by
Nwankpa, et al. [8] that was designed to implement the KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) algorithm for
sentiment analysis twitter about Jakarta Governor Election 2017. The data was collected from
Indonesian Tweets presented in 2000 tweet in particular; the tool was used is Python package
called Twitters craper. KNN is the method used for sentiment analysis combined with Cosine
similarity measure and TF-IDF term weighting. The results indicated that the level of highest
accuracy is 67, 2% when k=5, the highest precision is 56,94% with k=5, and the highest recall
78,24% with k=15.
The above-mentioned approach showed that the classification method using the ANN is
considered to give quite good results [9]. This study adopted Artificial Neural Network as a method
to classify document data. ANN is widely used in computer vision problems for pattern recognition
and image classification. this study used a text mining analysis of a person's sentiment from a
tweet. Twitter use is increasing by the year and become more common as the time progresses [10].
Figure (1) illustrates the growth rate forecast of Twitter users.

Figure.1 Twitter users growth worldwide, 2019-2024
Image Source: https://www.emarketer.com

1.1 Artificial Neural Network
Artificial neural networks are first revealed by Walter Pitts and Warren MacCulloh in 1943 [11].
Both designed a simple calculation model that unites biological science related to neural
networks in humans with the science of logic in solving a problem. Artificial neural networks
that are made are computational-based artificial intelligence analogous to how the human neural
network system works, as in Figure 2.1 [12].
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Figure 2. Human Neural Network
Image Source: Leavline, E. [5]

Artificial neural networks that are analogous to human neural networks can be present by
the mathematical model shown in Equation (1):
𝑎 = ∑ 𝑤𝑗 𝑤𝑘 … … … … … … (1)
𝑗=1

Where
𝑥𝑗 = binary input to 𝑗
𝑤𝑘 = sympathetic weight
The logic that builds Eq. (1) is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. ANN function
Image Source: Leavline, E. [5]

𝑤𝑛 = Synaptic weight is a real number value of related synapses [3a]. Synapses can
inhibit negative signals or activate positive signals. Besides, synapses also have different
intensities. The 𝑎 signal is the input of the activation function F (x) that gives neuron output [5].
In 1958 Rosen Boltt developed a network model to optimize the results of the iteration [13].
1.2 ANN classification
Basically, ANN classification is undertaken to achieve the purpose of pattern recognition
trained to identify problems that are given in phase 2 phase, namely training and testing. During
training process that occurs, the network is trained to classify data based on models that have
been built during training to produce 0% errors at the validation stage [14]. Artificial neural
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networks have several different algorithms that are used in completing forecasting or prediction
in a study, including Single network and Multi-Layer Network [15]. This study attempts to
conduct an analytical study of data based on social media explicitly using Twitter data to analyze
happiness of Libyan people based on Twitter data using artificial neural network.
2. Research Problem & Questions
Text in comments or status on Twitter can indicate that someone is happy or unhappy.
Thus, the study problem was, how to identify Libyan happiness level based on Twitter text using
an artificial neural network. Based on the argument above, the research questions could be as
follows: How to analyze happiness of Libyans using the artificial neural network based on Twitter
data?
3. Research Conceptual Model
The sentiment analysis architecture shows in figure 4:

Figure 4. Research Conceptual Model

4. Data Collection
The first method captures Twitter data directly from within the Twitter service via a
Twitter archive request. The interactive interface is the data that can be downloaded using the
HTML index page, JSON data set, and a CSV file that contains all tweets. A significant data is
provided from the archival function these sufficient data forms the primary ground for the
process of internal analysis, the objective and the primary purpose of this work is to examine the
individual, personally controlled Twitter timeline. Data collected in this study using social media
especially for Libyan people. Matlab used in this study to code around 1,000 status/comments
data from a different accounts of Libyan people.
5. Data processing/analysis
processing consists of five processes, namely cleansing, Tokenization, case folding,
removal stop word, and stemming as shown in figure 5.
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Stop ward

Figure 5. Data processing

5.1 Validation, Training, and Test Datasets
Matlab software used to separate dataset into three parts as the following:
training, testing, and validation data. Where, training Dataset is the sample of data used to fit the
model, testing dataset is the sample of data used to provide an unbiased evaluation of a final
model fit on the training dataset, and validation Dataset is the sample of data used to provide an
unbiased evaluation of a model fit on the training dataset while tuning model hyper parameters.
5.2 Pre-processing
The table below shows the data preparation:
Table 1. Example of Data Preparation
Sentiment
(happiness)

Input Layer

ID
Data

Twitter Text

1

Happiness is warm puppy

Happy
1

sad
0

kind
0

bad
0

peace
0

angry
0

2
3
4

Happiness start today
I feel very sad
Kindness and happiness

1
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
1

5
6
7

Happiness inspiration
Bad day
Make me angry

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

8

Stay Home, happiness
Unhappiness and rain just
drift by and are gone

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

9

…

fm
1

…
1000

My friend is very kind and
make me in peace

n = number data (1000 data) | m = number of selected feature | sentiment = 1 (happy) | sentiment
= 0 (unhappy) | Word 1 = token (ex. Pleasant, happy, optimize, bad, angry, etc.)
5.3 Mapping ANN Architectural for Happiness Index
The Figure 6. below illustrates a typical architecture of the feed-forward ANN happiness model
structure:
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Figure 6. Input and Output by ANN

Happiness input 1,2,3 is the cleaning step process. Happiness input layer is the
tokenization process. Happiness hidden layer is the case folding and omission step process.
Happiness output layer is the multi-layer alogaritms.
5.4 Analysis Flowchart

Figure 7. Sentiment Analysis Flowchart

The sampling methods is a method of data collection. Conducted by using a text
processing method, to calculate the polarity of sentiment words, the formula or Equation that is
used:
∑𝑛 (𝑜𝑖−𝑡𝑖)2

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑗=1 𝑛
…………………………………… (2)
in which, (Oi) is the targeted output for the training data or cross-validation data (i), (Ti)
represents the network output for the training data or cross-validation data (i), and (n) is the
number of data in the training data set or the cross-validation data set [16]. The relative
importance of an input parameter i is determined using the following equation:
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……………………………………… (3)
where Imp(i) is the relative importance of parameter (i), (n) is the total number of hidden
neurons, (x) is the index number of the hidden neuron, CWih(x) is the connectivity weight
between input parameter (i) and the hidden neuron (x) and CWho(x) is the connectivity weight
between the hidden neuron (x) and the output neuron. In this study, Eq. (4) was used to
determine the importance of parameters in our ANN [17].
The flowchart of sentiment analysis contains the product review, sentiment identification, feature
selection, sentiment classification and polarity. The sentiment analysis is divided into the
machine learning approach and lexicon-based approach. The machine approaches further divided
into supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Meanwhile, the lexicon-based approach
contains both a dictionary-based approach and a corpus-based approach. The sentiment analysis
performs and start from the data collection and text preprocessing, after that calculate of
sentiment words, and make sentiment results [18].

Figure 8. Research Flowchart
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6. Results and Discussion
A sample of 1000 responses from Twitter among Libyan that express their feeling such as
happy and unhappy will be analysis, that consists of text cleaning from data collected, labelling,
dataset and result from analysis.
The number of input in an artificial neural network (ANN) 323 and the number of hidden layers
used was 2.

Figure 9. Input and hidden layers
Table 2. Parameter Multilayer Perceptron
No
1
2
3
4

parameter
Input layers
hidden layers 1
hidden layers 2
Output layers

information
323
6 node
6 node
1

This is a sample of the data collected and analyzed and the tables [ 2 ] show examples of
cleansing, data labelling, tokenization, case folding and stemming analysis.
Table 3. Data Clean Message
No

Message

Label

class

Clean Message

1

Life is an awful, ugly place to not have a best
friend.

Unhappy

0

Life is an awful ugly place to not have a
best friend

2

he is smiling at you

Happy

1

he is smiling at you

3

I tired to be with you, seriously

Unhappy

0

I tired to be wiht you seriously

Table 4. Data Labelling
No

Message

1

Life is an awful, ugly place to not have a best friend

2

he is smiling at you

3

I tired to be wiht you seriously

Label

Class

unhappy

0

happy

1

unhappy

0
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Table 5. Data Tokenization
Life is an awful ugly place to not have a best friend
Clean Message

Tokenization

he is smiling at you
I tried to be with you seriously
Life|is|an|awful|ugly|place|to|not|have|a|best|friend
he|is|smiling|at|you
I|tired|to|be|with|you|seriously

Table 6. Data Case Folding
Life is an awful, ugly place to not have a best friend
Clean Message

he is smiling at you
I tried to be with you, seriously
Life|is|an|awful|ugly|place|to|not|have|a|best|friend

Tokenization

he|is|smiling|at|you
I|tired|to|be|with|you|seriously
life|is|an|awful|ugly|place|to|not|have|a|best|friend

Case Folding

he|is|smiling|at|you
i|tired|to|be|with|you|seriously

Table 7. Data Source Steaming
life|is|an|awful,|ugly|place|to|not|have|a|best|friend
Case Folding

he|is|smiling|at|you
i|tired|to|be|with|you,|seriously
life|awful|ugly|place||not|have|a|st|friend

Stop Word
Removal

he|smiling|at|you
i|tired |with|you|seriously
life|ful|ugly|place||not|have|a|st|friend

Stemming

he|smile|at|you
i|tired |with|you|seriously
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6.1 Source Feature Selection and data set
Table 8. Data Source Feature Selection
No

Clean Message

Tokenization

Case Folding

Stop Word
Removal

Stemming

Selected
Feature

4

Two wrongs don't
make a right, but
they make a good
excuse

Two|wrongs|don't|
make|a|right|but|th
ey|make|a|good|ex
cuse

two|wrongs|don't|
make|a|right|but|t
hey|make|a|good|
excuse

two|wrongs|don't|m
ake|a|right|but|they|
make|a|good|excuse

two|wrongs|don't|m
ake|a|right|but|they|
make|a|good|excuse

good

Life is an awful,
ugly place to not
have a best friend.
For every minute
you are angry,
you lose sixty
seconds of
happiness.

Life|is|an|awful|ugl
y|place|to|not|have|
a|best|friend|

life|is|an|awful|ug
ly|place|to|not|ha
ve|a|best|friend|

life|is|an|awful|ugly|
place|to|not|have|a|b
est|friend|

life|is|an|awful|ugly|
place|to|not|have|a|b
est|friend|

ugly

For|every|minute|y
ou|are|angry|you|lo
se|sixty|seconds|of|
happiness

for|every|minute|
you|are|angry|you
|lose|sixty|second
s|of|happiness|

for|every|minute|yo
u|are|angry|you|lose|
sixty|seconds|of|hap
piness|

for|every|minute|yo
u|are|angry|you|lose|
sixty|seconds|of|hap
piness|

angry

5

6

Table 9. Data Set
feature 1

feature 2

feature 3

feature 4

feature 5

feature 6

feature 7

hungry
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

lie
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

happy
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

good
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

ugly
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

angry
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

soul
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

feature …

feature 323
just
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.3 Classification using the Perceptron Multilayer Algorithm
Multi-layer perceptron algorithm (MLP) was used in classification by using the obtained
tweet’s term. Every word with the highest weight was used as a value for IDF value.
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Figure 10. Neural Network Training

Neural Network training showed revealed 13 iterations with six times validation with
error goal (MSE) 0.00100. The Matlab output shows that the higher happy mood will affect the
complimentary sentiment analysis of ANN in Libyan Twitter.

Figure 11. Gradient
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Figure 12. Shows result of gradient, is 0.018864 at epoch 13 and tend to be decreased.

Figure 12. Result of Mu

Figure 13. Shows the result of Mu, is 0.0001 at epoch 13 and tend to be decreased.

Figure 13. Validation checks

Figure 14. Shows that the validation checks is 6, at epoch 13, and tend to be decreased.
Fuzzy Mamdani and Fuzzy Sugeno were used in order to validate the results of ANN
method, as shown in Figure 14.

Happiness Index Libyan People in Twitter
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Happy

unhappy
ANN Methods

Sad

Happy

Unhappy

Sad

Fuzzy Mamdani Methods

Happy

Unhappy

Sad

Fuzzy Sugeno Methods

Figure 14. Comparative analysis of Happiness Index between ANN, Mamdani and Sugeno Methods
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The result of validation verified that ANN method has perform with a good results
compared to Fuzzy Mamdani and Fuzzy Sugeno. The percentages of the performance index of
ANN has 25% more higher compared with other methods.
7. Conclusion
The research study was an analytical study of data based on social media explicitly using
Twitter data. Life became to rely on social media networks in a significant way, amongst all
social media available, Twitter considers as the most popular used media regardless of the joint
opinion towards social media For a variety of reasons, many researches have been done lately in
the field of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) considering people sentiments based on social
media data, for social media analysis, Twitter is a good starting point, the reason for that is users
tend to share their opinions to general and publicly. Artifical Neural Network were successfully
carried out on Twitter sentiment level analysis. Negative and positive sentiment values provided
as system output. The research contributes by presenting visualisation model for Twitter mood
prediction and represents an Artificial Neural Network model for Twitter opinions mining using
a classification and prediction approach.
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